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TUG Cylindrical Rubber Fender

TUG cylindrical rubber fender for sale is the most

commonly used fender products of his scope than other

products more widely, whether large or small tanker

ship can be used, has a better protective effect on the

ship and port. This product has a variety of mainstream

size but also divided into standard and high force type,

the two involved in compression deformation there is a

certain difference, users can choose the appropriate

model according to their own circumstances.

At present, DPN quality cylindrical rubber fender have already achieved very good sales in the European

market, we have strict control on quality and make our products have very good feedback.

Marine TUG cylindrical type rubber fender for sale Features

TUG Cylindrical Dock Rubber fender is applicable for the longitudinal and crosswise sway of ships

when berthing at the dock.

TUG Cylindrical Rubber fender has low reaction forces, little surface pressure, and reasonable

energy absorption.

TUG Cylindrical Rubber fender is especially applicable for upper part of integral docks and heary

style docks.

TUG Cylindrical Rubber fender is applicable for ships with different sizes.

Various installations styles such as horizontal vertical and diagonal, etc…

TUG Cylindrical fender accessories

The accessories for TUG Cylindrical fender include Shackle, chain, U-anchor, and so on. Our accessory

products are equally strict with the accuracy and quality. All the installation process and fender
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products can be perfectly matched, there will be no difference in size caused by the problem.

Also, DPN discount cylindrical rubber fender for ship have already owned the certificate of ISO9001,

ISO14001, and we test our product before they are delivered to our clients to ensure the best quality.

Also, our technical staff will show our clients how to install, we will give clients the fully Installation

instructions of these products.

At the same time, we can also provide special size products according to customer requirements.

If you want to know the details, please contact us we will reply you within 24 hours.
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